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4. **Rationale:**

Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have identified several important genetic variants associated with complex diseases and traits. However, in most instances these variants explain very little of the disease or trait heritability. The typical single locus association analysis in a GWAS fails to detect variants with small effect sizes, and also unable to capture the higher order interactions among these variants. Multilocus association analysis provides a powerful alternative by jointly modeling the variants within a gene. It also reduces the burden of multiple hypothesis testing in a GWAS.

5. **Main Hypothesis/Study Questions:**

There are several methods for gene-based analysis in the literature. Typically the regression based methods assume that the effect of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and covariates are linearly associated with the trait. However, these tests may give poor performance if the linear model fails to hold properly. To overcome this problem we have developed a nonparametric test based on the additive model. The test is very simple and computationally efficient to conduct at the GWAS level. First the advantage of this method will be shown using simulated data. To demonstrate the usefulness of this test and compare to other methods, we wish to provide a real-life example that includes a continuous outcome variable and several continuous non-genetic predictors. One outcome that we think will fit well within these parameters is lung function. We propose to analyze associations between GWAS SNPs and lung function in Caucasians from the Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities (ARIC). The primary lung function variable is FEV1/FVC, which is the ratio between the forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) and the forced vital capacity (FVC). We will assess whether there are any nonlinear effects of SNPs, and covariates like cigarette-years of smoking, height, weight and age on the ratio FEV1/FVC. Finally, we will compare our method with the classical regression analysis, and some popular meta analysis methods like GATES, VEGAS and the min-P test.

6. **Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if present).**

Variables/measurements from the ARIC main study database to be analyzed:

Lung function quantitative traits (FEV1/FVC) measured at visit 1, demographic factors (age, gender); other risk factors (cigarette-years of smoking, height, weight); genotypes already generated using Affymetrix 6.0 array for ongoing GWAS projects.
Design and analysis:

We want to investigate the joint effect of all SNPs in a gene on FEV1/FVC using ARIC data. We will adjust the test by taking related factors, like cigarette-years of smoking, age, gender, height, weight etc, as covariates.

The traditional methods in regression parametrically model the data, however they show poor performance if a suitable model is difficult to find. To overcome this problem we will build a nonparametric additive model, and propose a computationally efficient method to test the association of a gene with the disease. We will check if there is any nonlinear effect of SNPs and covariates on FEV1/FVC.
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